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1 Introduction
Conventional representationsof polarizationresponse are referredto a horizon-
tallyand verticallypolarizedbasis. Recent studiesby Freeman and Durden [1],
van Zyl [2],and others suggest that alternativepolarimetricfeatureswhich more
easilyresolvethe contributionsofsimplescatteringmechanisms such asodd-bounce,
even-bounce, and diffusescatteringcould offerseveraladvantages interrainclassi-
fication.The circularpolarizationcovariancematrix isa potentialsource of such
features.In this paper, we deriveitsrelationshipto the Stokes matrix, describe
some of itsproperties,and compare the utilityof linearand circularpolarimetric
featuresin classifyingan AIRSAR scenecontainingurban, park,and ocean terrain.
2 Properties of the Circular Polarization Covariance Matrix
In the monostatic case,the circularpolarizationcovariancematrix [C] isgiven in
terms of the elements of the circularpolarizationscatteringmatrix, Su, Sir,Srt ,
and Srr, by the reduced form
(SleS_) (sus_,) (Sles#) ]S *[C]= (S,,S;t) (e,.S_,.) (Se,_,) (1)(s,,s;_) (s,,s;,)(s,,s-,)
where, by definition,Szr = Srl. In thisformat,the polarizationresponsesof odd-
bounce, even-bounce, and diffusescatterersare given by
[000][,01][i00][Col= 0 1 0 , [Col- 0 0 0 , [C,_]- 0 1 0 , (2)0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
respectively.Itcan be shown that the representationof the targetresponse after
rotationofthe targetby an angle a isgiven by
[C']=
* -j2c_ ]
SllS;l t,S_,
StlS;,e &zSLe-i4°
z, ;ze._2_' S * c.c. ,,-j2_,
S,,S;j 4_ S,,S;_ei=_ S,,S:,
(3)
The diagonal elements and the magnitude of the off-diagonalelements are both
invariantunder rotationofeitherthe targetor the radar antenna about the line-of-
sight.
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In order to derive an expression for the elements of the circular polarization
covariance matrix in terms of the elements of the Stokes matrix, it is necessary to
express the Stokes vector J with respect to a circularly polarized basis. Thus,
J _.
E, E; + E, E;
E,E_ + E,E;
j(EeE_ - E,E;)
ELF,;- E,E;
lEvi24- lEvi=
2_(SeE;)
29(£eE;)
IEll2- lEvi2
2
a_ + a r
2afar cos 6o
2alar sin 6_
(4)
where JEt = aleJSe and E_ = a_e is" are the complex amplitudes of the left and right
circularly polarized components of the electric field, respectively, and 6_ = _ - 6t
is the circular polarimetric phase difference. A derivation similar to that employed
by van Zyl and Ulaby [3] for the linearly polarized case yields expressions for the
elements of the circular polarization covariance matrix in terms of the elements of
the Stokes matrix:
SttS;t - all + 2a14"4-a44 ,
SrrS_r - all--2a144-a44,
SlrS;r - all--a44,
SelS'r = (an - aa3) - j2a_3 ,
SlrSr* r = (a12-- a24)-- j(al3-- a34),
StlS_r = (a12 4- a24)- j(a13 4- a34).
(5)
For scattering by azimuthally isotropic terrain, symmetry dictates that the en-
semble average of the cross-products of the co-polarized (HH and VV) and the
cross-polarized (HV) elements of the linear polarization scattering matrix will be
zero, as noted by Borgeaud et aL [4] and van Zyl [5]. In this case, the corresponding
linear polarization covariance matrix has dimensionality of five. It can be shown
that the equivalent circular polarization covariance matrix is given by
[C]= St, S_l SlrS_r StrS_l = C+jD B C+jD
S*Stl II SliS;_ StiS;t A C-jD A
where
, (8)
A = all 4- a44 ,
B = all -- a44 ,
C = a12 ,
D = a34 .
The quantitites A, B, and ]C-4-jD] are rotation-invariant. The cross-product SltS_.r,
which is generally a complex quantity, is real in this case. Note that the circular
polarization covariance matrix representation of an azimuthally isotropic scatterer
has a dimensionality of four.
$ Experimental Results
A comparison of the utility of linear and circular polarimetric features in classifying
ground cover and terrain was performed using the May 15, 1985 L-band AIRSAR
image of San Francisco. The near range portion of the image in which the look angle
was less than 30 degrees was excluded. Training areas for urban, park, and ocean
classes were defined as shown in Figure l(a). A minimum distance decision rule
was used to classify each pixel in the image. The averaging box size for computing
the Stokes matrix was 2 × 2: In the linearly polarized case, the features used were
the total power, (SM, S_h), (SvvS_v), (ShvS_v), _(ShhS_v } and _(ShhS_v ). In the
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circularlypolarizedcase,thefeaturesusedin classificationwerethe totalpower,
(S,_Sh), and (S,,S;,).
The results of classification are presented in Figure 1 and are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2. Although both classifiers were able to distinguish ocean from urban
and park with ease, the choice between urban and park was slightly less certain.
The linear polarimetric classifier tended to classify more pixels as urban than the
circular polarimetric classifier, particularly in the area to the north-west of the
Golden Gate Bridge and the western shoreline of the city. Confusion matrices for
self-classification of training areas are presented in Table 2. They suggest that the
circular polarimetric classifier was more consistent in classifying urban areas than
the linear polarimetric classifier and may therefore have provided slightly better
classification accuracy.
Table 1: Confusion Matrix for Classification of an AIRSAR Image of San Francisco
Circular
Polarimetric
Classifier
Class
Unclas.
Urban
Park
Ocean
Linear Polarimetric Classifier
Unclas. Urban Park Ocean
4.3% 0.6% 0.2% 0.0%
0.3% 22.9% 6.0% 0.0%
0.1% 3.5% 24.2% 0.7%
0.4% 0.0% 2.2% 34.6%
Table 2: Confusion Matrices for Self-Classification of Training Areas
Linear Polarimetric Classifier
Class
Unclas.
Urban
Park
Ocean
Training Area
Urban Park Ocean
6.6% 0.1% 0.0%
63.8% 9.8% 0.0%
29.4% 89.4% 0.0%
0.3% 0.8% 100.0%
Circular Polarimetric Classifier
Class
Unclas.
Urban
Park
Ocean
Training Area
Urban Park Ocean
6.7% 0.7% 0.0%
70.5% 9.9% 0.0%
22.2% 87.6% 0.0%
0.7% 1.8% 100.0%
4 Conclusions
We have defined the circular polarization covariance matrix, derived its relationship
to the Stokes matrix, and described some of its properties. These properties include
the invariance of the magnitude of its elements with respect to rotation of the sensor
or the scatterer about the radar line-of-sight and the form of the response of an
azimuthally isotropic scatterer. The results of classifying urban, park, and ocean
terrain in an AIRSAR scene of San Francisco using linear and circular polarimetric
features have been presented and compared. The next step will be to compare
the utility of features derived from the linear and circular polarization covariance
matrices in classifying representative scenes of sea ice, boreal forest, and agricultural
fields.
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Figure 1: Minimum distance classification of an L-band AIRSAR image of San
Francisco using (top) linearly polarized and (bottom) circularly polarized features.
Training areas are indicated. Classification legend: urban - white; park - light gray;
ocean - black; unclassified - dark gray.
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